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"Social unrest" la the phrase that characterises the
beginning of the twentieth century. The World War came
as an eloquent outburst of that unrest and was thought
by many both a climax and a finale of the unbalanced
position of Humanity in a Universe whose causes and effects
man has not yet understood nor adjusted to. In this
unstable situation Europe was, to use a Psychological
figure of today, the conscious element of human society,
upset and restless, excited and inflamed with the
symptoms of Dementia Precox, a disease which truly took
boundless extention during the World War. The rest of the
world was a kinpL of subconscious humanity seemingly quiet
yet ready to jurao up and manifest its hidden impulses
and desires, with the exception of the United States which
was very conscious of her "Golden Age", enjoying a super-
ficial prosperity which shriveled at the first stroke of
underground economic political and social forces not very
long after the war.
In this world wide unheaval the Balkans had their
bife portion of what, according to the old European
tradition they deserved, and Bulgaria had more than her
share because of a complication of factors both internal
and external.
The psychological factors in the social unrest of
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Bulgaria today can be studied only on the basis of a
comprehensive analysis of the "psyche" of Bulgaria in its
broadest sense, the psyche that includes the economic
political social and religious factors as well as racial
inheritance and gradual growth.
To attempt to exaust the subject would be preposterous
for a short paper like this, and to presume a perfectly
scholarly and scientific treatment would be highest self-
conceit. What * propose to do is to give a brief summary of
the different phases of the problem so as to be able to
derive a basis for a constructive program, a foundation for
a betterunderstanding and a greater unification in our
attitude toward the entire problem.
For this purpose, a Geographic-Historic Sketch will
enable us to see Bulgaria's physionoray and inarch trough
the ages in an environment of social ethical and climatic
factors as well as her political relations to her neighbors.
A social analysis of present day Bulgaria in its
economic political educational religious and international
aspects will define for us the problem in its setting
and provide the soil in which the psychological forces
which determine social situations can be traced and studied.
A modest attempt to guess at the psychological factors
that lie behind these social conditions may give us the
c
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key to recondition and redirect some of these forces
into new and more adequate channels.
Some suggestions of constructive programs as a
direct result of the above study may lend themselves
readily to adaptation or at the least may serve as a
further stimulation and inspiration in the problem.
<
1G-EOGRAPHIC -HISTORIC SKETCH OF BULGARIA
Bulgaria is that little country in South Eastern
Europe which was destined to appear and stay in the
Balkan Penninsula for thirteen centuries now enjoying
freedom and prosperity, now submerged under the heavy
currents of historic tides, now fighting and winning, rea-
ching far pnd wide, now resting defeated in solemn
contemplation working out schemes for deliverance and
happiness, but always healthy vigorous -clamoring for a
place in the sun and always conscious of herself as an
ethnographic unit.
It is a country of high and rugged mountains, of short
and rapid rivers, of rich mineral resourses, of hot and
cold mineral springs; of fertile plains and picturesque
valleys; of thick pine beech and oak forests; a country
of corn and wheat and barley fields, of wild lilacs and
fruit orchards of vinyards and rose fields. Her climate
is healthy especially in the mountainous districts with
the exception of the Maritza Valley and low regions of
the Black Sea where malaria prevails. Her winters are
short and severe, her summers hot but tempered by thunder-
storms and her autumns magnificently clear and fine.
The Bulgarians, or Bulgars, as they are sometimes
called, originally a Turanian race akin to the Tatars,
<
2Avars and Finns, made their first appearance in Europe
in the latter part of the seventh century. A horde of crude
horsemen, governed by khans (chiefs) and boyars (nobles),
they came from the tract between the Ural Mountains and
Volga River w here the Great Bolgary Kingdom existed untlll
the thirteenth century, down to the area which now is
called Balkan Penninsula, and like the Franks in Gaul gave
their name and a political organization to the more
civilized but unorganized Slavic race which they conquered,
adopting their language customs and local institutions,
and becoming gradually assimilated by the latter.
The early history of Bulgaria is a record of
continous conflicts with the Bysantine Empire. The first
Bulgaian Kingdom, which started with Asparuch, Krum and
Boris I, and extended from the Black Sea to the Adriatic
and from Tessally to the Carpatian Mountains, after the
death of Simeon the Great in whose reign, according to
Gibbon, "Bulgaria assumed a rank among the civilized
powers of the earth", came to an end after three centuries
of existence owing to Internal dissentions.
The Second Bulgarian Kingdom which was restored by
the brothers Ivan and Peter Assen, direct descendents of
the last king of the First Klngdc i, extended and prospered
under Ivan Assen II embracing in its boundaries Albania,
Epirus, Macedonia and Thrace, owing to internal and external
disintegration becamean easy prey to the Turks who came
I
3from Asia and swept over the countries of the entire
Balkan Penninsula like a huricane over and area of
scattered sheep whose shepherds were occupied with dyna-
stic quarrels.
The period between 1393 when the Capital of the
Second Bulgarian Kingdom fell under the Turks and
1873 when Bulgaria regained her freedom, is decreed by
historinas as "The Dark Ages" of Bulgaria. It is a
period of fire and sword carried by the Turks thruout
the land; of sacked and burned churches and monasteries,
of fertile plains converted into desolate wasts, of
heavy tazes, bribes, feudal opresslon, of neglected
highways, destroyed forests, mistreated women, unhappy
children, oppressed men . It is a period in which the
brutal forces of ignorance and religious fanaticism
ravaged the peaceful development of four nations and
ruined the work of centuries. It is a period of shame
and infamy whose climax moved even the heats of
hardboiled politicians whose "laissez faire" policy in
the Balkans for five long centuries were the cause of
rivers of blood and tears.
The plitl«al and economic bondage of the Tirks however,
was not half so irksome and intolerable as the intellec-
tual and religious bondage of the Greeks. The Turkish
(
4Governors resenting the job of dealing with the Bulgarian
"rayah" ( subjected race) handed them over to the Greeks
for the sheer purpose of exploitation. Greek churches,
Greek schools and books, Greek Language was imposed not
by the Turks who were not interested in the Christian
population of the Brians except for economic resourses
but by the Greeks who made the best of this opportunity
to hellenise the Balkans. The Bulgarian books and
manuscripts ifc the ancient libraries of Tirnovo were '
comm'ted to the flames and wor<s of art destroyed.*
In spite of this heavy double bondage the s park of
national consciousness never died but flickered dimly
for centureis in the hearts of the uneducated peasants
and women who kept that spark alive through the mother
tongue. This dormant national consciousness w?s awakened
by means of a literary and historical revival, an exponent
of which was the monk Father Paissi whose "History of
the Bulgarian People" with accounts of their tsars and
saints roused the patriotism of the subjected rayah and
created spirits like Bishop Soohroni, Neophit Rils^y and
others in the educational realm, and Botev, Levsky, Hadji
Dlmiter and others in the Revolutionary list.
* Histoire de la Bulgprle , Guerin Songeon, Paris, 1913

5Bulgaria was liberated after a war of nine months
between Russia and Kurkey inl878. The age long plan to
keep a strong Turkish Empire a necessary element for the
equilibrium of Europe was finaly broken by the San-Stefano
Treaty, a treaty based on ethnical lines. Fearing the
reation of a powerful Bulgaria that might become an illy
of Russia prompted England, however, to submit the fate
of several million human beings who had hardly tasted
the fruits of liberty to a Congress in which she dictated
the terms. Thus was crepted the Berlin treaty, which
divided Bulgaria among her neighbors and became the
basis for firther troubles in the Balkans, such as the
war wi^h Serbia, the insurrection in Macedonia and the
Balkan W>rs.
The early history of newly liberated Bulgaria is
a record of Russian maneuvres in conflict with national
aspirations for perfect freedom and self-government as
they were understood by the young enthusiasts in the
r
fist Cabinet. A victim of these conflicts became the first
prince of Bulgaria, Prince Alexander Bathemberg who was
succeeded by Prince Ferdinand who took in his hands the
rudder of a very small boat on the turbulent waters of
European politics, and to the amassment of all onlookers
sailed on safely although not always calmly for thirty
one years, a period of which Theodore Roosevelt said in

61Q12: "No nation has travelled so fast and so far in the
last third of a century as Bulgaria." This enthusiastic
and ambitious crusade for the building up of a stable
cultural and orosperous Bulg-ria out of an ash heap such
as the Turks left her, was interrupted by one of those
historic events which come suddenly yet are the result
of a long smothering spark of discontent and suffering.
"The revision of the San-Stefano Treaty is the
direct cause of the Balkan wars," writes Will Monroe in
his book "Bulgaria and Her People.". The reforms promised
to the Macedonians by the Treaty of Berlin never materia-
lised. Persecution and massacre over innocent women and
children was the common practice as late as 1912.
The Balkan ^eague therefore was tho natural result
of Balkan aspirations against Turkish imposture. It
was planned as a p6stponed stroke on Turkey, a belated
settlement of the Liberation wars that freed the Balkans
partly and left an European Turkey as a thorn in the
eyes of the Balkan nations. The failure of this League,
a characteristic outcome of Balkan leagues and unions,
was due to mutual disagreements among the members of the
League whose greed and lack of forsight and racial ambitions,
shattered the hopes for a Balkan Federation more than ever
before. The Balkan wars left Bulgaria lamenting over the

7scattered members of her flesh and blood, 617,000 Bulgarian
Echarchies passing under Serbia, Greece and Turkey. This
is considered the greatest loss of Bulgaria whose mino-
rities have been scattered with no regard for political,
educational, religious or social freedom. The European
Powers once more solved the Balkan problems in that peculiar
manner. With clipped wins and a sore heart Bulgaria
settled down to mend her wsr worn sails and face her
internal problems and external oblige tions like a man,
but a new firebroke near by and her thatched roof was
once again in danger.
Bulgaria faced the beginning of the World war with
the motto, " Through neutrality toward preparation for
an eventual participation," the basic policy of the Liberal
Party under Ferdinand and Radoslavov then, and kept neutral
untill 1915, October, when her leaders threw her into
the promising arms of the Central Powers of whose victory
she was convinced beyond doubt. She came out of that
terrible cethastrophy with a bleeding head and heart signing
a "Peace" Treaty at Neuilly according to which her long
cherished ideals of liberating and uniting Macedonia were
shattered beyond repair by ceding 63OO square miles of
her most fertile soil and letting 320000 more Macedonians
under foreign rule, by also taking upon herself the
obligation of paying the phantastic sum of two and a half-

8billion French franks as well as so much in kind.
Out of this war madness she is recovering slowly
but surely promising to sail on the high waters of
political, economic and social stress as long as the other
members of society around her keep balance.
Present day Bulgaria after a long and painful
series of metamorphoses has the shape of an irregular
quadrangle which is about the size of the State of Ohio,
39,649 sq.Tiiles bounded on the North by the international
river the Danube which separates her from Roumanla, on
the South by Greece and Turkey, on the West by Jugoslavia
and on the East by the petulant waters of the Black Sea.
Who are the people who Inhabit and love this beauti-
ful restless land?
According to Will Monroe, "The Bulgarians are Thrifty
agriculturists and laborious husbandsmen; they are pra-
ctical and stolid and have inexaustible power of silence
and self-restraint, hard working and ecomomical; while
uncommunicative and cautious and inclined to be suspicious,
they are not boisterous or agitators like some of the
other Balkan races."
According to Irecek, distinguished Bohemina Historian,
"The Bulgarian is sober in every respect, under the exterior
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shrewd and observant mind". According to ilarkham in
his book "Meet Bulgaria", "They are practical and more
attached to their soil than to their tribal banners.
They are very individualistic in their attitudes, a
people who protest and criticise and Inexorably insistent
in demanding equality, democracy and a fair chance."
The population of Bulgaria in the latest State Sensus
for 1931 is 6,006,000 a populationVhich has doubled during
the last 50 years; its density has also doubled per sq.
mile. Four fifths of this population are Bulgarians
and one fifth of other races: Turks, Roumanians, G-reeks,
Jews and Armenians.
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Bulgaria is essentually a peasant country in which
?>0% of the population lives in villages where the peasant
costimes continue to be worn and made by their own hands.
There are about 6000 of these bigger or smaller villages,
clusters of small white washed little houses or huts
perched on a mountain slope, cuddled down in a valley
or spread by the side of a river. The home community
which in olden times was of the patrlarchial type is
slowly vanishing vet there are still large family groups
of parents and grandparents and grandchildren living
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under the same roof. There are no large farms in Bulgaria;
almost every peasant owns a few acfces of land which
he tills and orofits by. Property descends from generation
to generation to the family group. These family groups
do not live isolated amid fields and gardens and barns
and pig-pens but live close by sharing in the same
institutions; the church, the school and the village inn.
Tbey have common graveyards, common grazing grounds and
forests, common joys and sorrows. The village thus is
a little commune where sowing and reading, spinning and
weaving, dancing and wedding ar e common affairs. Defence
against the many invaders of the past and custom have
been the two main factors for this group life, h most
rigid morality exists in these remote little centers
of naive natural life and superstition prevails
unrestricted.
Bulgaria, however, is not only villages. There are
ninety three towns and cities and although they comprise
only one fifth of the country they represent Bulgaria
in her progress and enlevement. The capitol of Bulgaria
is Sofia, with 300,000 population. It is in these towns
that Bulgaria along with Paris fashions and manners has
developed industries, has built cathedrals and univer-
sities, has made parks and swimming pools, has erected
hospitals and social institutions; it is through these
I
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towns end cities that Bulgaria has established a stable
government and worked out a program of social, political
and educational status which has placed her among the
more civilized nations in Europe and has turned her face
to the West rather than to the East where she had been
chained for five hundred years. It is in these towns
that Bulgaria has accomplished better sanitation, better
roads and communication, better school and housing
conditions and more signs of culture end civilization.
But it is in these towns that the fate of 6000 villages
has been entrusted and held in absolute power which has
been exercised rather unjustly for the benefit of the
former at the exoence of the latter.
ECONO 'J IC DEVELOPMENT
Three quarters of the people in ulgaria are
engaged in agriculture upon which the prosperity of
the country largely depends, .lost of the cultivated land,
"?hich comprises 33'. of the whole area is divided into
small farms of an average size of 20 acres or so; 30
is pasture lands and forests owned by the village
communes or the State. It is more or less ajust distri-
bution of land which has both its advantages and disad-
vantages for while it makes for stability and thrift
and industr iousnes
-
and democracy it also tends to
delay the introduction of modern methods. The land

.therefore produces extremely less than it is capable
of producing.
Bulgaria's main export before 1913 was that of wheat
and maise, hut the Bucharest treaty robbed her of her
richest portion of -rain growing land. When following
the wars s c ^ eral good former markets were closed to
Bulgaria's prodicts, mainly cereals, the .inistry of
Agriculture turned its attention in s new direction and
gave every encouragement to the increase of these products
which would meet with less competition on the foreign
markets, such as tobacco, eggs, poultry and fruit. This
readjustment in production has resulted in change of
markets; where as previous to the war England and
Belgium occupied first place among the principal
markets of Bulgaria's exports with Greece and Turkey
following end Austria, Germany, Italy and France as
secondary, today the position is reversed, and most of
her exports go to the latter group.
The main imports of Bulgaria at present are by
categories: textiles, metals, machinery, chemicals,
paints, rubber, oil, paper, -motor cars, colonial
goods with an increase of raachinary and metals after
the war. Bulgaria showed and Increase of exports and
a decrease in imports in 1930 which ± s due to the
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high tariff which has encouraged home industries that
are in many respects yet in their infancy, ,/hile the
balance of trade for lOpO closed with a surplus which
was essential factor for the financial and monetary
stability of the country the State Budget closed with
8 considerable deficit which caused a great distress
among the political spheres end forced the government
to use drastic measures in reducing 10^ of govermment
salaries, to the great dissappo intment of the poor
state servants whose ren meration has never been any
too great.
The reparation question is still hanging over the
head of Bulgaria like the sword of Damocles in spite
of the fact that at the Hague Conference in 1930 the
fantastic figure o^ two billion and a half gold French
franks was reduced to 170,000,000 franks. For a country
of undeveloped natural resourses depending on natural
crops and unable to introduce irrigation and modern
methods of cultivation on account of lack of capital;
for a country that started fifty years ago with no
roads or railroads, no Industries and political organi-
zation; a country whose boundaries have been dislocated
and its population displaced seceral times during that





but an impossibility if the financial balance
of the State is to be maintained.
POLITICAL STRIFES
.
Bulgaria is a Constitutional Monarchy declared
hereditary in the family of a prince who descends In
a male line according to article III of the Berlin
Treaty. The Constitution of Bulgaria is democratic in
a broad sense. At the time of its adoption the Bulgarian
peo ole had come to a social equality such as the
gradual process of the double bondage had made it
possible; the Turkish rule had destroyed from the root
the old Bulgarian feudal nobility and the Phanariots
of the Greek Orthodox Church had stifled most of its
Intelligent powers and undermined the influence of the
high clergy. There were no priviledre classes in the
newly liberated nation. The Bulgarian intelligentia was
democratic in spirit, revolutionary in action. Thus from
t^e very beginning a radical and advanced constitution
wps adapted, of absolute equality before the law.
freedom of conscience, thought, speech, press and assembly
was provided and the f eedom of person, property, home
and labor was guaranteed.
The legislative power is vested in the King In
conjunction with the national Assenoly. The executive
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in entrusted to a cabinet of ten ministers. The two
supreme factors ^n the State, the Prime Minister who is
legally responsible for governmental policy and the King
who is absolutely helpless unless the ministers sanction
his decisions have practically no greater power than the
Asembly, for, although in theory the King choses his
m : nisters, the people elect their representatives ana
automatically the head of the largest group in Parliament
has the right to be Prime Minister. The latter, autho-
rized by the A>-ing to form a cabinet has to consult with
his coleagues before making a list of prospective
ministers, which is usually approved by the King. In case
of disapproval the Prime i.linister lays aown his mandate
and a dissolution of Parliament and new election follows.
The ^ing therefore is under the constant control of the
oeoole; his function is to give stability to the Government
and to guarantee continuity, permanence and balance in
political forces. The present King of Bulgaria, Boris III,
besides a tactful patient and tolertnt ruler is also
a great personality and a great favorite among the people.
Kis democratic ways and attitudes correspond altogether
to the democratic ideals of the people.
There are manu political parties in Bulgaria, twenty
two according to the latest list of the elections in 1931.
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-In 1879 Bulgaria started with two parties, conservative
and liberal but the extreme individualistic tendences
of the intelligentia soora developed into numerous divi-
sions and subdivisions, which merge into and emerge from
each other as the occasion may dictate. They generally
group into several big groupins such as the National
Coalition in 1930 and the National Block at present are.
The People' s Agrarian League which was in power soon
after V^e wf r is a recent movement which has been




During the first two decades of this century Bulgaria
had far more schools in proportion to her population
than eny other Balkan country. A hundred years ago there
was not a single first class school; there were cell
schools of a primitive nature taught by untrained monks
with limited outlook and antiquated methods. Their great
merit was in the fact that they preserved the Bulgarian
language and kept the national consciousness alive as
well as the desire for education burning in their
heats. As a result, at the time of the liberation
Bulgaria had 1500 schools. Today in every town and
larger village in Bulgaria there is a school, 90f3 of




The educational work in Bulgaria is at present
carried in five kinds of institutions: Element? ry , Se-
condary, High Profess lonal, universities and Cultural
and Phllantropic Institutions. The main characteristic
of the school system is its uniformity, inequalities of
educational opportunities are due to economic difficul-
ties rather than to class distinctions. The period of
compulsory attendance includes from seven to fourteen
years of age and is free fro. a any fee or tuition. There
are 6800 Primary Schools in Bulgaria today including
Kindergartens; the latter are not extensively developed
,
the b>o st Kindergarten Course being given at the American
e
Kindergarten in Sofia founded in 1900 and recognized by
the State at present.
The secondary education covers a five year course
after the seven years of Elementary Education. These
schools are of two kinds: General or Gymnasium, German
models, and Proffesional or Pedagogical. The Gymnasiums
are also divided into three classes: Classical with
Greek and Latin, Semiclassical with Latin only and Real
without either. Higher Education comprises: The Musical
Academy, the Art Academy, the State University of Sofia,
the Free University and the High Commercial Academy of Varna.
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The present industiral and economic reconstruction
requires better and more vocational schools. There are
at present a number of lower vocational schools of Home
Economics, Rug-Weaving, Basketry, Furniture making, Cera-
mics, Woodcarving; Mechanical, Technical, Veterinary,
Agricultural and Forestral but none of these are csf
sufficiently high standing to answer the needs of a
country with growing industries and higher economic
development
.
A very encouraging feature of adult education are
the Communal Reading Rooms in small towns and villages
as well as the Travelling Agricultural School and the
Parent-Teacher Associations. In addition to those there
are numerous Literary and Dramatic Clubs, Debating Circles,
Sportist and Athletic Organizations, Esperanto Associations;
all of which exercise both an educational and social
influence. In spite of the autocratic attitude of
professors and teachers in their relation to the students,
a remnant of the old Pathriar^hial system, in spite of
its rigid, fixed and tight educational system, the
Bulgarian School is democratic. It produces nany good
teachers and state clerks, alas too many, and very few
equipped for practical life. There is a great lack and
void perhaps not in the system but in the results. The
Bulgarian Schools do not turn out graduates that can
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cope with life efficiently but rather a mass of
dreamers and unadjusted, discontented individuals
whose only ambition is an easy career and early
pension for life. They manifacture bureaucrats that
will have nothing to do with the village environment
from which they came. There is a tragic and disastrous
estrangement between the intelligentsia and the common
people. The attitude toward manual labor is appaling.
The over production of white collared intelligentia
,
then, is one of the great problems of Bulgaria. The
Government has already felt the need of closing several
Gymnasiums and is trying energetically to encourage
vocational training. Of course as long as the State
does not produce channels for more varied and produc-
tive service its good programs will remain ineffective.
Another great lapse in the educational system of
Bulgaria is the lack of character education. The
home leaves a great part of its task to the school and
the school provides no such instruction, hence an
education of the mind "par excellence" which has
stamped with that spirit modern Bulgarian poetry and
literature. The latter is restless, despondent and
ultra realistic; passionate but not creative, fiery
and not uplifting, individualistic and not prophetic.
The sad individualistic tone in the poems of Bulgarian
poets today has diverted from the healthy and lofty
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path which the creators of Bulgarian poetry of the
Renaissance and Liberation period followed, the path
of Botev, Vasov, Slaveikov, and others who displayed
greater signs of unlversallsm and idealism than the
present day poets who live in a time of socialized
humanity, yet are strange to its hopes and aspirations.
RELIGIOUS INADEQUACY
.
The Bulgarian Orthodox Church has had its
turbulent history just as the political state its
distressing, and sad changes. The colonization of the
Balkan Penninsula with the fall of the Roman Empire
which was completed in the middle of the seventh
century brought the Turanian and Salvic races together
and resulted into a Bulgarian Kingdom which kept its
pagan religion until the ninth century when Boris I
accepted Christianity for his Court and soldiers under
the pressure of a. peace treaty with Bysanthia at a
crucial moment which his forces were engaged in a
campaigne against Karlman, the son of the German King
Lewis. Having been converted by the Bysintine Emperor,
Bulgaria became ecclesiastically subjected to the
Patriarch. The danger of a political subjugation and
the desire of King Boris I for an Independent Bulgarian
Church led the Monarch to a break with Constantinople
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and turned his eyes to Rome for assistance. The Pope
interpreted that assistance in the same terms in which
the Greek Patriarch had and did not appoint a patriarch
for Bulgaria. Boris turned back to Bysantia again as
less dangerous than Rome. The first National Church
was established in 370, and under Simeon the Great at
the end of the ninth century Bulgaria had her own
Patriarch. This ecclesiastic freedom which was lost
with the conquest by Bysantia and regained for a
period of 150 years was finally lost for five long
centuries with the fall of the last Bulgarian
Exarchate of Ochrid in 1767, when the Turks Invaded
the Balkan Penninsula in the middle of the fourteenth
century. The Turks made no distinction between race,
nationality and language; to them there existed only
Moslems and nonmoslems and the latter were to be
subjected and ruled and possibly converted to Mohame-
danlsm. All Christians were classed as Greeks and
since Greeks had a genius for extracting favors from
the Turks they were given the favor of unlimited
authority over the Bulgarians in ecclesiastical matters.
This great opportunity of the Greek Church however,
was not exercised for good, unfortunately, as it is
universally known. Their mania to Hellenise all non-
Greek nationalities knew no limits and they succeeded
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in making Greek the language of the "Beau Monde".
Fortunately, the monasteries wrapped in geographic
and ascetic seclusion remained essential keepers of
the old traditions and language, and the peasantry
who were never susceptible to Hellenic culture remained
purely Bulgarian. These two main factors kept alive
the spark of national consciousness which in due time
blazed into a living fire that burned in the hearts
of the oppressed until the fetters of the double
bondage, political and ecclesiastical, were finally
broken. Exponents of this revival in the ecclesiastic
field were Father Palssl, Neop'it Bosveli, Ilation
Makarlopolski, Bishop Sophroni, and others whose
devotion to the work brought the desired church
independence. The movement for ecclesiastic freedom
went hand in hand with political revolt; first the
Bulgarian colony at Constantinople requested a Bulgarian
Church, then town after town demanded an opportunity
for free religious expression; the refusal of the Greek
Patriarchate to grant such freedom led to open discontent
which resulted in throwing away Greek books and reading
the liturgy in their own language, in treating the
Greek bishops with contempt, and eliminating the name
of the Patriarch from the liturgy; the latter was
considered the climax of the church controversy and
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in 1869 the first independnet Bulgarian church in
Macedonia (Prilep) waa reestablished. There followed
excommunications of Bulgarian bishops and numerious
anathemas but the movement was in force; political revolt
were bubbling all over the Pennlnsula and the Turks had
no choice but grant a Free Bulgarian Church in 1870,
to which the name of free Exarchate was given and in
1872 the Greek Patriarch unable to hold the Bulgarians
in the Hellenic fold condemned them as "schismatists"
.
Between 1877 and 1913 the Bulgarian Exarchate
remained at Constantinople as a more central seat for
the head of the scattered Bulgarian churches in Macedonia
Adrlonople District, and Bulgaria; with the death of
Exarch Joseoh I in 1915 the head of the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church is Bishop Stephan of Sofia residing in
Sofia
.
The Bulgarian Orthodox Church today is supported by
the state but directed by an independent Holy Synod
composed of four bishops who are elected by their fellow
bishops for four years of service. Three fourths of
the population in Bulgaria are adherents to that church
and one fourth belong to other faiths: 520,000
Mohamedan Turks, 88000 Mohamedan Bulgarians (Pomaks)
,
34000 Catholics, 15000 Gregoro-Armenians , 40000 Jews, and
6000 Protestants.
The Orthodox priesthood comprises eighteen members
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with university education, 1184 with secondary theo-
logical education, and 1073 with an ordinary secondary
education or no theological education at all.
The Orthodox clergy in general are always ready to
carry out assldiously their routine work, such as
baptism and burial, for wv ich they dreaw their meagre
salaries and are very strict about the observance of se-
vere fasts by their parishioners , but they show little or no
desire to improve social conditions or to alleviate
mental and material suffering. Thus the charitable
institutions in the land are not connected with the
church. There are no Sunday Schools for children, no
religious education in the real sense, no organizations
for religious activity. The Clergy Benevolent Society
which is supposed to guard the spiritual ideals and
to minister to the spiritual nerds of the people is
responsible for the publication of three periodicals
which quite exausts its spiritual activity. The Christian
Brotherhoods the establishment of which was obligatory
for every parish in 1923, and non obligatory since
1929 "for it appeared that active brotherhoods could
not be created by order", approximating now 300, have
the lofty aim of "grouping the parisheners around the
parish for the reading of the ..ible and teaching of
prayer and choral singing and developing in the
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members love toward their neighbors through meetings,
reading ro^ms, lectures and distribution of orthodox
church books. 1
Inspite of these proposed activities of the Church
the intelligBntia of Bulgaria is uttely atheistic and
the peasantry superstitious. The main cause of this
condition is the low calibre of the clergy in the vi-
llages most of whom are as ignorant as the peasants
themselves, and the inadequacy of the better educated
among them to meet the needs of the modern times. The
Bulgarian Orthodox Church today is a branch of the
Eastern Church which no doubt is the most lethargic
religious body in the Chrlstien world unable to cope
with a changing rapidly, progressing world. Signs
of awakening are not lacking but its pace is too slow
for present day interco .raunicated urbanized, industri-
alized and mechinized humanity. Its main concern has
always been ana still is digma rather than life, the
letter than the spirit, doctrine rather than unity
of thought and action for spiritual progress.
SUMMARY
The above general analysis of the economic, po-
litical, educational, religious and social conditions
in Bulgaria leads us to the conclusion that the present




1. An economic depress ion which being a part of
the general world wide economic maladjustment of
markets and financles, production and distribution,
profits and wages is not hard to comprehend except
in its more particular aspects. In his article on
"The Economic and Social Crisis", the former Premier,
Alexander Tsankov, writes: "We have specific situations
which condition our crisis. We are an agricultural
country and therefore our crisis has an agrarian
character. Our rural economy, the basic sourse of our
living, has its organic disadvantage?; our rainfalls
=-re not regular either in districts or in seasons.
Artificial Irrigation for the present cannot be
undertaken for financial reasons. Another disadvantage
is the overcrowding of people and cattle in our villages;
our population is increasing rapidly while our terri-
tory decreased during the last war. In consequence
our peasant is in debt; the fall of prices and compe-
tition in the grain markets being the main cause.
Our towner is also in debt. Upon our nation lies the
hea Try reparation burden of 1,000,000,000 of gold leva
or 142 leva per capita. The problems which the crisis
presents therefore, are those of credit and markets
and reparation debts. The present crisis shakes from
the foundation our social order; it is not an economic
crisis only but a social one as well/"
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2. Insufficient education in the villages and
inadeoupte such in the towns.
"Ignorance is bliss", so long as the forces
of orimitive life donnot claeh with those of advanced
civilization; in a community, however, in which the
sparks of enlightment open the doors of a more
abundant life and the preraeaval customs, traditions
and superstitions cast a shaddow at the same time,
the problem of a consistent development both educa-
tional and economic go hand in hand. The Bulgarian
village must be educated, its standards must be raised
its sanitation, roads, housing conditions, light,
sewrage and water sup "ly must be improved, but all
these improve nents can be realized only when along
with school education the economic pressure is removed.
The intelligentla on the other hand, which has too
much mind-education needs a great deal more character
education such that will produce useful industrious,
socially conscious citizens instead of lazy dreamers
satisfied with a minimum of effort and expecting a
maximum of results.
3. Political instability .
For those of us who believe that there is no
Government on the map of the world today with a very
envious stability, Bulgaria can hardly be said to be
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in a deplorable situation, and yet the political numerous
parties and their operations are a problem to the
country. Mow to integrate the political powers of
Bulgaria into a socially conscious unit for a broad
selfglving public loving service, instead of having
a battle field of parties, petty personal ambitions
and rivalries is an important problem. There is a
profound lack not of ideals but of a dynamic spiritual
power expressed in some social or religious unit; hhow
to fill in this lack is another problem.
4. Religious apathy expressed in atheism among
the intelligentia end superstitious piety in the
peasantry
.
Is the state church of Bulgaria that dynamic
spiritual power guiding, directing and inspiring leaders
and followers toward one great worthy goal, that of
uplifting the Bulgarian nation to a higher level of
spiritual life? The facts lead us to say, "No", It
is a half asleep old lady dozing and nodd'-ng and mum-
bling incoherently in the old Slavic tongue, or in
its more wakeful moments talking about salvation and
redemption without ever making efficient effort to
stand up and shake the superstition and ignorance off
the peasant home and soul, and make at least a. feeble
appeal to the hardhearted and apathetic intelligentia.
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The situation becomes even more discouraging when we
consider the fact that practically no opposition
exists to stimulate a sense of spiritual revolt which
might bring about a spiritual revival.
5 . The Macedonian Question .
With the liberation in 187b" the Bulgarian question
was closed and the outlook for a peaceful future in
the Balkans seemed bright and hopeful. The greatest
national aspiration for freedom and unity had been
realized by the °an-'5tefano Treaty and the First
Church Convention which worked out the Status for
the Free Bulgarian Church. This unity however was
destroyed by the Berlin Treaty which ceded back to
Turkey that part of Macedonia which the San-Stefano
Bulgaria had included and thus the Macedonian
question was created. The founders of the Tirnovo
Constitution distressed by this dissention sought
for a national institution which would keep all the
Bulgarians united If not politically at least spiri-
tually through t^e Exarchate under which the religious
and educational -"ork in Moravia, [ace&onia and Adrio-
noole District could be carried and for a while this
arrangement worked. The Macedonian groups in Serbia,
Greece and Turkey, however, were not assimilated
as easily as it was thought they would be. The regim

of the Young Turks did not make for tolerance or recon-
ciliation. The Macedonian Revolutionary Organization
which was created with the opening of the Macedonian
question declared its intentions unambiguously. The
Greek and Serbian Macedonians under Turkey were in
agitation also; this created the Balkan League which
might have solved the Macedonian question had it not
been for the shortsighted policy and greedy appetites
of the participants. It became harder than ever to
decide who were Bulgarian Macedonians and who Serbian.
The Macedonians have never been given a chance to speak
for themselves. Thus Macedonia failed to be liberated
by the Balkan wars and waited for a better chance such
as the Earupean War offered whose results are known
only too well. The latter merely dislocated the
Macedonians, shfting them hither and thither, but
always misplacing them. Had the present rulers of
the Bulgarian Macedonians been a little wiser, had
they granted them the freedom of churches, schools
and language the Macedonian question would have been
tolerable if not solved, as it is, the 617,000 Bulgarian
Exarcblsts under Serbia, the 183,000 under Greece and
the 100,000 under Turkey are not enjoying such freedom
which leaves the Macedonian Question still open, and




6 . The Communist Trouble takers .
To those impressed with the superhuman idealism
of the Communists in Bulgaria who marvel at the rea-
diness with which they suffer and die for the cause,
the Communist Movement is a marvelous spectacle; to
those who do not see how a peasant country with S0%
of its population being peasantry where capitalism
can hardly be spoken of, the Communist efforts are a
joke, but to the Government which takes them very
seriously, every time they throw a bomb or blow a
cathedral the Communist organization is a constant
sourse of irritation and a great deal of time and
energy goes to suiress the. As things Ere at present,
Communism is a cause for distress and unrest, since
Bulgaria has not yet decided to follow the example of
Russia in changing its social order.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.
In her International relations, in spite of all
the painful recollections of the past Bulgaria has
maintained most tolerant and friendly attitude toward
her previous opressors, her recent enemies and the
Great powers who have been greatly responsible for
her instability and unrest, ^n spite of the fact that
in 1913 Mr. Clemanceau, one of the "Big Three", asked
the intelligent question for a diplomat: "Is Bulgaria
a kingdom or republic?"; in spite of the fact that
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the "League of Nations',' the only hope for justice
in the small nations has not fulfilled yet her promise
for a consideration of question of .minorities, Bulgaria
has acted only as a cooperative member in the human
society and has been ready to go more than half way
to meet any oroposition for peace. This policy has
"^een followed not because of some special virtuous
dualities on her part but because she realizes that
only through peace she can accomplish her iu.eals of
prosperity and progress.
Today her trade binds her economically with England,
France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Greece, Turkey,
Rouraania and practically with every country in Europe;
for cultural pursuits she goes to France for fashions
and Financial training, to Germany for technology and
Engineering, to Austria for Medical training and gay
life, to Italy for music and arts; she studies English
in order to read Shapespeare and Byron and Shelley 'n
original, and German, French and Italian in order to
revel in the literatures of these great countries, her
youth read Russian like their own poetry and literature
is translated into other languages. Some of her first
and best statesmen were graduates of Constantinople
College. The American Schools and Missions, and the
Y.M.C.A. have been the main means by which she has
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been related to the United States. The Women's Union
which is a member of the International League of
Women for Peace and Freedom is inspired in its effort
for emancipation by countries like Blgium, Holland,
and the United States.
An International Conference of Agriculture met
in Sofia last year representing the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe to discuss matters of
agricultural interest. The Balkan Conference which
met in Athens a year ago and had its second session
in Constantinople last October to consider questions
of Balkan character for peace, and unity, although
not quite fruitful in its resolutions, was a hopeful
step toward good will and friendly relations in the
Balkans.
In reviewing the situation in Bulgaria in
general, we may say that whereas thefe are many signs
of stability and social equilibrium in the country,
there still remain many problems which have their
deeper psychological causes which will be discussed







"Social and moral problems," says J . A .Hadf ield,
"are essentially psychological." To study the psycho-
logical factors in the behavior of an individual or
group, therefore would be the proper basis for an
adeouate understanding of the problems of that indivi-
dual or ^roup. Further on, since we cannot conceive
the individual without the group nor the group without
the Individual, the study of Individual psychology
offers Just as good an opportunity for solving the
problems of society as group psychology. To quote again
Hadfield, "Society is but the reflection of the indi-
vidual seen in a curved mirror in which all the essential
features are reflected but in larger proportions and
with varied emphasis... Man is not merely an indiviaual
he is a world, a society in miniature; he is made up
of instincts, emotions, sentiments and complexes which
in no way differ from those of society, as a whole."
What are, therefore, the particular traits that
make the Bulgarian nation behave as it does, or to
put it in terms more approaching the subject, what
are the psychological causes in the social unrest in
Hadfield, J .A
. ,




Unrest is symptomatic of patholgy in the indivi-
dual or in the group; it leads to disharmony and dis-
integration which lead to mental anarchy. Bulgaria is
part of sick Humanity in which the effects of blinding
dizziness, a natural result of the terrific shock a
few years ago, and the tremendous conflicts of economic
and social instability still continue to manifest
themselves in that post delirium state in which the
victim in trying to readjust or refind itself bumps
its head against every object around and sees only
half clearly its way out of the unfortunate situation.
"Bulgaria, after the war had to face a new situation,
a new set of facts, and to readjust some of her former
actions of temporary inertia, such as a peaceful period
may presupose. What is this new reality that she has
to face today? As reviewed in the previous chapter,
an economic readjustment and ethnological changes,
such as the war imposed on her, as well as an inevitable
participation in a race of a restless travelling fast
and not arriving anywhere humanity without, and, a
set of new values attitudes and ideals within. Both
the inner and the outer factors howev r, have their
foundation not only in the present but also in the
past, for man is that animal which lives in the past
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and future as well as in the present. .,ode n Psychology
in the various Schools of today attempts to explain
human behavior either in terms of the present enviro-
nmental factors or in past experiences and their ef-
fect on the present or in terms of will and purposive
incentives; but a synthesis of these three will perhaps
be nearer to the truth. Acting on these grounds to
try and trace the causes of social unrest in situations
of the past which have conditioned the present, to
take into consider- tion the racial inheritance of the
Bulgarian people as well as their aspirations and
ideals at present would not be inconsistent with the
theory of a hereditary-environmental -purposive stu-
dy of social behv^or.
Rac ial Inheritance .
What then, has conditioned these "solid, massive,
determined faces, that readiness to suffer for
accepted ideals, that soarness fairness and rigidity,"
which according to uir. Markham characterise the people
of Bulgaria? Or to use a more general summary of the
-ulgarian traits as the "Impartial writers" of whom
Mr. Leland Buxton speaks, describe them: "The Bulgarian
is industrious, couragous, honest, thruthful, but silent,
'Aa rkha ra , .;*eet lgarla
,
Buxton, The E lacM Sheep of the Balkans ,
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unexpansive, grasping and obstinate."
Bulgaria in the eyes of the modern world exists
only since 1878, but in reality she was born in the
Balkan Penninsula in 678 and much earlier between the
Ural Mountains and the Volga. She probably would not
have existed had it not been for these early recollec-
tions. Psychology traces many traits and habits of
the individual back in his early childhood, the same
is true of races.
The early history of Bulgaria, although seemingly
a record of wars and kings, contains some of the germs
to be found, in the Nationalists of today. In those
days Bulgaria had priviledged classes, authoritative
religion, political freedom and territorial extention
such as would fill the eyes of some 100;' Bulgarians
with tears at the very sight of the map today. To
forget or. not to forget may be a practical question,
but it would not explain some of the hearty aspirations
in present day Bulgaria which have survived from the
time of the First and Second Bulgarian Kingdoms. To
read Bulgarian history, especially the period of Simeon
the Great, which marks the G-olden Age of Bulgaria when
education, culture and material prosperity flooded
the land, when the newly accepted religion of
I
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Christianity and the creation of Slave literature com-
bined into a mighty incentive for a truly spiritual
movement; to follow its development and extent all
over the Balkans, to communicate with the great persona-
lities who created that great era (Climent, Naum,
Chernorizets Dux, end Simeon himself) is to drink
deep from a well of race selfsatisfaction and
national vanity. Not to do so is to be ignorant of
human psychology. To neglect Simeon's era when his
palace became center of Bysantine culture and the
cradle of Slavic spiritual birth, whose foot stepped
on the dryside of Constantinople for the first and
last time in history whose wisdom and tact in political
matters have never been matched by any Bulgarian king
or prime minister, whose passion for a Southern Slav
Union was ahead of his times and is still the dream
of Balkan utopeans; to neglect that era of brilliant
progress and achievement is not only to reject history
but to refuse to deal with human beings who live in
the past as well as in the present. It is this past
of* which so many material symbols and signs still exist
dug out from the breast of the earth of Bulgarian soil;
coins and statues, pictures and frescoes, silver and
gold vessels, arms and pergaments, reliefs and mosaics
which fill the museums and hearts of Bulgaria and foster
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national pride and ambition. It is this far past of
p^eat adventure and superior feeling of one group
against another, of racial pride and social recogni-
tion that conditioned the near past when Bulgaria
after a nightmare of a long double bondage of Turkish
political oppression and Greek religious imposture
woke up under the compulsion of that forceful psycho-
logical phenomena called rebirth.
Before the rebirth however the historic flow of
wars and kings, freedom and prosperity, culture and
happiness twests its course and stops into a blind
alley for five hundred years, the period under Turkish
rule, called "The dark age of Bulgaria". This is to
use psychological terms, the subconscious well of
present day Bulgaria, a well of suppressions and
reppressions , conflicts and complexes, a period of a
continuous nightmare and a favorable a 1 hmosphere for
the breeding of fear susoicioun, hatred and revenge;
an admirable soil for the development of the traits
of the slave. "An oppressed group says Herbert Miller,
u
is abnormally subjective, its inability to realise itself
freely has turned back attention to itself untill its
self-consciousness becomes entirely out of focus. Closely
related to this subjectivity is the tendency to be
Herbert Miller, Races, Nations and Classes.
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suspicious which is nothing "^ut a method of being on
guard. To retain self-esteem the oppressed Individual
or group developes shrewdness ana cunning." Thus the
psychological forces in operation during the Turkish
Oppression become both a cause for future inhibitions
and the basis for a revolution and renaissance.
Conversion, rebirth or renaissance in history are
regarded as more or less sudden phenomena; a closer
study however, reveals them to be an outburst of a
long bubling volcano of subteranian psychical activity.
The Bulgarian Renaissance was nurtured during the
years of oppression by the Bulgarian mother who kept
the home fire burning day and night both in the
gypical Bulgarian "Ognishte"
,
( fire place) and in the
little oil lamp in front of the icon, both symbolic
of the persistant enduring flaming spirit of the
Bulgarian race. Nursed and put to sleep with the sad
minor tone full of passion against tyrany and revenge
lullabye, the Bulgarian boy and man became a revolu-
tionary and the girl and woman cherished for an ideal
only the brave and selfgiving person of the opposite sex.
A Historic Jump and its Psychological Effect s
.
The liberation of Bulgaria was no doubt the only
best thing that could have happened to the nation in
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3.878. Had it been more satisfactory some of the results
which still disturb the soul of Bulgaria might have
been averted. It was however, an incomplete liberation,
on the one hand, and on the other which is essentially-
important it was an enormous jump, a tremendous change.
To present a better explanation of the above statement
I can do no better than quote somewhat extensively
Todor G-irginov in his article on "Social Consciousness
in Bulgaria after the Liberation". "During the Turkish
rule the Bulgarians had many duties and very few rights.
They were"rayah", subjected race, considered much lower
than the Moslem in every respect. The State was not
in a position to ensure either the life or the honor
or the property of the rayah. The latter therefore
regarded the State as something alien and harmful. The
Bulgarian was an enemy both of the state and the
rulers. He tried to do his duties as a citizen only
because of fear of punishment and in order to please
his master pretended to do it willfully and happily.
Forced labor, the so called "angaria", contributed a
great deal to the killing of social consciousness; a
public, social task thus was regarded as hateful angaria.
"Curing the period of the renaissance under the
influence of common misfortune and the desire for
Girginov,T. Zarya
,




common freedom social consciosnesswas raised to ahigh
degree; this period gave brave fearless selfsacrifacing
leaders that came out of the masses as well as of the
intelligentia. This period ,howrver, was too short for
orientation and stability. There came the Liberation
followed by one of the greatest revolutions the Bulga-
rian nation had ever lived through. In a moment the
Bulgarian people moved from the Middle Ages into the
Twentieth Century. The normal historic development of
the race was interrupted; and so was the spiritual re-
birth which a handful of great patriots had started.
The transition was enormous;the reaction tremendous.
There was no danger any more, no fear, no other
incentive than to make the best of the new freedom
and situation. The peasant was still a peasant and
would still till the ground, although with greater
satisfaction, but the new intelligentia that was called
to build up a state , inexperienced and lacking in so-
cial consciousness , limited itself in the frames of
partisanship jthis intelligentia having itself come
out of the peasantry , because the Oppression had de-
stroyed all nobility , began to regard Itself as diffe-
rent from the peasant masses and to act indifferntly
toward it. Party and class egoism took very crude
forms. To be loyal to a party tryly meant to support
certain group interests and not the ideals of the
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nation. The party on its part, in order to sustain its
power, had to ester to its members and protect them.
Part of this intelligentia, young and inexperienced,
under the influence of fore pen political
,
scientific
and literary trends, was carried away by extreme poli-
tical-economic theories which were quite utopean for
Bulgarian reality. Ada d to these factors the characte-
ristic of the slave inheritance , fes r, suspicion, hatred,
cunning and ag^ressivness , extreme subjectivism and stub-
borness,the psychological basis for the building up of
a state and a new social order, was not in any sense
ideal* Upon this basis the legislator was called to
make laws, the jud^e to distribute justice and the
educator to shed enlightment.
Cleavage between tflgdl rected I ntelligentia
and Vi signless Peasantry .
Since self-realidation, the ultimate end of
life, had been impossible under the Oppression, the
Liberation offer' d many opportunities for such achiev-
ment. Means of education were provided, schols were
established in every town and large village, and cul-
tural means of expression, suchas a national theatre
and o'Dera, were created. Newspapers, magazines, books,
libraries, clutos , roads , railroads , industries and banks
sprouted like mushrooms in the early spring of Young
Bulgaria. Repression was replaced by expression, and
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the crude instincts end desires , natural endowment of
man in any country or race, had full sway, being expres-
ed in libertinism rather than self-realisation. It was
not so much lack of moral sense but a failure of self-
organisation in the individual and the group, a failure
of forming right concepts of values end ideals. The
ideal set before the Bulgarian youth before the Libera-
tion had been so clear yet so limited, that as soon as t
that idela was reli sed, namely a free politically and
religiously state, there followed a libertinism due to
inadequate orientation and improper estimation of life.
The old Patriarchial home in the towns was losing autho-
rity and the new freedom brought confusion and instabi-
lity. New principles for theold ones were lacking and
the new incentives misdirected.
The Bulgarian youth in the towns is still on the
cross roads , choosing either the paths of exteme utopean
idealism or the beaten road of egoism instead of the
middle road of a happy combination of the two. The social
ideals of present day youth express themselves either
in Tolstoism or Communism or crude Unscrupulous partisan-
ship. The self-forgetting idealism of the former which
carries them beyond realism to the limits of unnecessary
selfsacrifice, as well as the crude materialism of the
latter who lack social idealism and a sense of permanent
valus or the will to follow them wherever they may exist,
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produces self-centered , stubborn, refusing to be guided
by facts and reason unhealthy individuals. As a result
of that the town youth of present day Bulgaria comprises
too many idle dreamers who leave offwhere they should
bep-in and a great many hardbolled re- lists whose ideals
are immediate values. The peasant youth , on the other
hand , while having a strong backbone, that sturdy bard-
working tenacious bulk of the nation with solid morals
and healthy attitudes, is utterly limited in outlook
,
ignor-nt, superstitious and lacking in vision.
To find a proper equilibrium in this mass of
so much potentiality and posibility would mean strength
and progress and prosperity; it also would mean a grept
need of redirection reporganisation and guidance of
present day youthto new motivation and ideals.
Spiritua l Poverty -Mo st Outstandi ng Symptom
of So cial Unrest ,
Another phase of the psychic condition of the
nation is analysed very effectively by one of Bulgaria's
greatest public men,Vasil Usunov. In his article on
"Our Pverty"
,
he says: "From 1912 till 1918 ou r nation
had three wars and bore numerous losses, suffering and
humiliation. But it seems to me that besides these
calamities the re is another one which is even more
terrible. It has robbed away what little our enemies
failed to get. It is that self-humiliationand self-
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pity which possess many feeble souls. Humiliation
comes from without and is not so dangerous , therefore,
but self-humiliation is born within and comes usually
in the time of inertia. This is our greatest mis-
fortune". Usunov goes on to say how most papers in
the country , oblivious of their great social duty and
opportunity , consciously and unconsciously have been
repeating this unceasingly : "Bulgaria is poor, she is
weak, she is wronged and humiliated, she is barely
existing, she is before a catastrophy" . This condition
of national psychosis has resulted in the loss of faith
and courpge and therefore in the lack of incentive for
creative constructive activity. " roverty, economic
poverty", continues Usunov, is not Bulgaria's greatest
calamity* Bulfaria has untouched natural resourses,
forests, mines natural beauty and fertile soil. It is
spiritual poverty that constitutes our present misfortune.
Spiritual povery has closed the safes and hearts of the
rich; it has closed many sympathetic hearts and has opened
the doors of graft, dishonesty and demagogry and self-
seeking in others. Spiritual povery has made us to lose
friends and make enemies, and what is worst of all, it
has robbed us of the ability to differentiate between
temporary nd intrinsic values , between social and un-
social principles. There will come a time when many
"Our Povery", by Usunov, "The Zaria", November, 1930
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Bulgarians will understand that not narrow boundaries
and heavy national debts are the cause of our poverty
but the lack of light in our souls".
This sad condition is no doubt due to Bulgaria's
political isolation, such as the wars brought to all
defeated nations and more so to the small ones ,but
especially to Bu 1 garia on account of her Geographic
situation and neighbors , who have a h' storic and tra-
ditional enmity toward Eulgaria. On the other hand, the
policy of the Great Powers has never happened to be in
unison with her aspirations , hence a feeling of neglect
and disregard of her pleas and appeals for international
justice and a sense of inferiority and isolation. The
Government has been doing its best to keep Bulgaria in
friendly international relations and has accepted every
proposal for peace cooperation and mutual action. The
masses of the people however, reflected in the press
,
literature and every day life, are not identified with
politics on the stage; they feel the results and react
accordingly ; either being drowned in self-pity and misery,
or inaggressive and boisterous activities , suchas the Ma-
cedonian Rp t ~o] uouarriea and t^e Nationalists prove to be.
The Power of Foreign Influence .
Still another psychological factor in the
social disturbance in Bulgaria today is tha power of
suggestion and imnitation. What has been said of Japan
by G. Fisher in his book, "Creative Forces in Japan",
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is quite true of Bulgaria. " Only fifty years ago the
entire menue of Western civilisation was s rved in one
promiscuous course to the Japanese people. They forth-
with tried & tat it all, but finding that impossible
began to dip into this and that and the other dish like
tea tasters " . How perfectly true the figure of Bulgaria,
Turning her Lack to the East and Its crude forms of re-
ligion, education, and politics , Bulgaria faced the West
with open arms embracing practically everything that
appealed to her appetites and desires: Nitsche, Shooen-
hauer, Goethe, Shakespeare, Zola, Bacon, Hegel, Marx,
Hugo, Ibsen, Tolstoy
,
Zuderman,Danunzio and all the rest;
German Militarism, French Diplomacy, Russian Communism,
Italian Arts, Vienna Cabbaries, Parish fashions and Ame-
rican Missionaries. When a true artist immitates he may
create a piece of art, but when a diketante immitates he
produces immitatlon. Thus along with the constructive
and admirable expressions of Western Civilisation and
culture, along with the ideals for universal suffrage and
Democracy, Labor Unions and High Education, the weeds of
Materialism, Commun'.sm and Atheism, a false conception
of "Art for arts sake", and a philosopgy of Pessimism
crept into the fertile soil of Bulgaria.
To summarise the above analysis of the Psycholo-
gical factors in the Social unrest in Bulgaria:
A marked lack of social consciousness in the
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intelli -entia and its lerders expressed in exteme parti-
sanship; an unbalanced sense of spiritual values and
moral principles, expressed either in impractical ide-
alism or crude materialism ,due to precipitous jump
from oriental darkness into western civilisation and
to the distention of old patriarchial institutions and
traditions; a pronounced tendency toward subjectivism ex-
pressed either in over self-estimation or a sense of in-
feriorityjan extreme individualism which retains its
loneliness even in cooperation;- these are in es ence the
disturbing elements in the psyche of Bulgaria today.
In this crucial phase of emotional instabi-
lity, for after all whatever the external factors may
be it is those within that define the attitude to be
taken, the course to be pursued and the will to be
acted upon, Bulgaria needs a new sense of values to meet
this new set of facts; a new strong incentive which will
drive her vigorous , ready for spiritual adventure na-
ture toward the highest, worthiest posible goal for a
nation. Where will Bulgaria find this dynamic force
,
the spiritual pow r which alone will eventuate the rede-
mptive task? It is the modest attempt of this paper
to suugest a few items of constructive programs which






The banal statement that Bulgaria, and for that natter
the whole world, is living through a crisis needs no
affirmation. The fact is that every field of life,
economic, political and social, offers numerous pro-
blems whose solution must be sought only in the light o
of the underlying causes. And if the social and psy-
chological analysis presented above has dealt properly
and accuratly with the subject the suggestions for
constructive programs must necessarily come out of
that same analysis.
What constructive programs can Bulgaria
undertake to eventuate a greater stability and to
offset the social unrest which permeates her col-
lective organism at present? Some of the suggestions
here presented are already in operation. The purpose
of this paper is to lay a greater emphasis on the exist-
ing ones and to present some new ones which may be the
means of meeting the problems more adequately.
1. Economic Reconstruction.
The need for economic reconstruction has
already been felt and the Government has turned its
efforts toward that direction. After the war Bulgaria
lost some of her former grain markets , which consti-
tute her main export, due to the fall of prices of ce-
reals and Russian competition, which called for trans-
formation of her national economics. Diversified farm-
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ing, increase of dairy products and the introduact ion of
modern methods in agriculture has been the tendency of
the Governmental policy to meet the demands of the new
markets. Fortunately , Bulgaria does not suffer from
lack of markets, as some people think, confusing politi-
cal with commercial isolation. A small country that she
is s^e doesnot need many foreign markets; what she lacks
is efficiency to meet the demands of the markets which
she already has. She lacks initiative as well as capital
and consciencous effort as well as new resourses.
Her weak industries which are still in their
infancy need strengthening, which means not only tariffs
and inexpensive mac hi nary but also efficiency. Engineer
Jordanov' s suggestion in his article on the "Future of
Bulgaria" ,that irrigation is an obsolutely necessary step
towards modernised farming, is significant. Bulgaria ca n-
not compete with the low prices in other countries unless
she increases her production through moae rn methods
,
mainly irrigation. Realising the grept financial diffi-
culty which no doubt accompanies such an undertaking he
still insists that a great deal should be sacrificed In
order to realise this essential means of improving the
national economics.




The raising of more productive animals has
been another suggestion, such as cattle and better
breed of milk cows rather than wasting thousands
acres of excellent grasing ground on sheep and goats.
The coal mines and other mineral resourses are
far from being exploited extensively and here the
admittance of foreign concessions are inevitable
in spite of the contrary feelings in political
spheres
.
The beautiful resorts with which the country
abounds could become a great sourse of revenue if
well equiped and managed. The numerous hot and cold
mineral springs which in Austria, Hungary and other
countries attract millions of visitors can be developed
to the same end. Bulgaria has been blessed by the
gods with exquisite natural beauty of stately
mountains, romantic woods, rippling brooks, wild
flowers, and rose fields. She could attract more
foreign tourists if better hotels, restaurants,
and tourist homes were provided.
All these and many other measures taken for the
economic betterment of the country, will contribute
a great deal to the solution of its problems, but
they by no means offer the whole solution. We must




And by educational reforms I do not mean only
more and better vocational and professional schools
which is very important, or more specialisation and
less general impractical knowledge for its own sake.
I do not even mean merely more education in the
village, more adult education, all of which consti-
tutes a great need in the country: it is not a
matter of more but a crying need for a different
type of education both in the town and village.
An education that will prepare for life as a whole
and not merely for immediate ends. This sort of
education must start from the home and carry on
through Elementary, Secondary and higher schools,
as a consciously organized and planned scheme for
producing healthy, useful, and happy efficient
members of community and not merely state clerks,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, artists, and musicians,
clamoring for state Jobs and an easy irresponsible life.
The aim of school education should be redefined.
To study for life and not for the school has not
become yet the main principle of our schools, hence
a disconnection, a disharmony and maladjustment to
life as soon as a student leaves school and "enters
life". In a word character training should be
Included in the school curricula and system.
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Adult education both in village and town is
one of the greatest needs of the country. While
training the young generation for the glorious career
of building up a cathedral and not a haystack, the
older ones should not be neglected. Edward Lindeman
in his pamphlet "The Meaning of Adult Education" says
"Adult education is an agitating instrumentality
for changing life". Bulgaria needs folk schools,
like those in Denmark, Farmer 1 s clubs and organi-
zations, and various ways of stimulation towards
a new life and understanding of this new -orld.
"What the enemy has taken from us by force without
we must regain by education from within " , has been
the motto of the Danes for many decades. What a
splendid example for Bulgaria to followl Adult
education should not merely change citizens from
illiteracy to literacy, it should rebuilt the total
structure of values; growth is the goal of life;
it is not merely a preparation for life, but life
itself. Upon this foundation Bulgaria may build
up a community which will not only be a happy unit




In the common need for a general rebirth of the
country I especially stress political regeneration.
"The Meaning of Adult Education", Edward Lindeman.
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because the political machine in a country no
matter what little part the common people take,
turns the wheels of the state and directs or mis-
directs to a great extent the lives of the people.
I do not mean to say here that Bulgaria needs just
now a new political machine, or a new Constitution,
nor even a new theory of Political economics, and
International politics; such a change might prove
effective. What seems very important at the present
moment, however, Is a rebirth in the men who are at
the wheel in this so-called crisis of today.
Bulgaria needs politicians and statesmen, party
leaders and representatives of the people who will
be imbued with the idea of serving the country
instead of having the country serve then as the
case has been in many instances. Political action
in Bulgaria has been the cause for social unrest
and still is; the inability of Bulgarian men in
politics to work together is inconceivably appaullng.
Is it because they set party interests above country
interests, and perhaps because they are not taught
to believe even in a higher loyalty than that of
the country and nation? I am apt to thnk so.
If a country of 124,000,000 population as the
United States is can be governed by two parties
why does Bulgaria need 22 whose merges and emreges
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conflicts and irritations are proverbial. A spirit
of consolidation, a oneness of purpose, and a
reduction of number of parties is perhaps the
greates need in Bulgaria today.
4. International Relations
If it is true that man lives to realize his
desires and to approximate values of accepted
validity and if the balance of this realization is
the criterion of his success or failure, happiness
or unhappiness, and if further on the group reflects
the individual in its inner life; it must be admitted
that one of Bulgaria's cherished desires, namely to
be a worthy member of human sociery, presisely of
Europe, has not been fulfilled, or to be more exact
since the war has been shattered. Bulgaria feels
isolated and neglected. Whereas Finland, Holland,
Belgium, and Switzerland, countries much smaller
than Bulgaria, have adjusted their international
relations and are happily sitting at Hague
Conferences and National Leagues, while Jugoslavia,
Checoslovakia and Rumania, comprising the Small
Sntent protected by France acting in solidarity
can make themselves heard; while even Greece, a
great pet of several Great Powers that need her
strategic situation succeeds in extracting favors.
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Bulgaria remains neglected for the simple reason
that the countries that may need her are helpless
Just now. There are other reasons too; one is
Bulgaria's crime of being a Balkan country and
according to tradition the Balkans have a bad
reputation. Another reason may be the Macedonian
Revolutionary Organization and its legal and illegal
activities and political murders which the Govern-
ment has not been able to control efficiently. No
matter what the reasons, however, Bulgaria must
find a way of international readjustment and that
lies absolutely in the hands of the Great Powers
and her neighbors who ( if the rumors are correct
desire peace in the Balkans) will have to treat
them all Justly.
The divisions in the Macedonian Organization
itself have been a Just cause for criticism and have
hindered the very cause for which the Organization
has been working, for fifty years. If the
Macedonian leaders cannot agree among themselves
how do they expect the outside world to understand
them? Toleration, cooperation and unity of purpose,
and action are inevitable for the realization of
their cause and the recognition of the outside world.
On the other hand the G-reat Powers should recognize
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the just demand of Bulgaria if they truly desire
peace on the Balkans. Bulgaria has loyally executed
her part of the treaties but have the treaties
fulfilled their obligations to Bulgaria? The promise
for an outlet on the Aegean Sea has so far remained
illusory; the religious, educational, and cultural
privileges promised to national minnorlties in
Greece, Rumania, and Jugoslavia, have not been
granted; the repeated petitions and complaints of
the suffering populations in these countries and
the intercession of the Bulgarian Government have
proved ineffective with the League or the Allies.
To ask Bulgaria to forsake her Macedonian co-
nationals whose lot today is worse than it was
under the Turks is to expect the unhuman. Yet
Bulgaria under the pressure of the prinicple
"Vae Victis" is doing her best to work and wait.
It is hardly possible to advise her to do more
than she is doing at present, namely to refrain
from joining any particular group or country ( >ower)
but to keep friendly relations with all.
5. Religious Revival
The service of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church
to the country in connection with the liberation
is acknowledged by all who are aquainted with the
history of the nation, in which politics and religion
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went hand in hand during the renaissance movement.
The battle for ecclesiastical independence and church
unity in the politically divided areas populated
by Bulgarians and Bulgaro-Hacedonians was fought
and won, thank God. The chapter is closed, however,
and another has been opened, one of a greater im-
portance and significance. Now that the Bulgarian
Church is independent its energy and time should
be given to the great end of using that independence
for the glory of God and the good of the nation.
If the Bulgarian Orthodox Church however thinks that
it is sufficient for the spiritual welfare of
millions immortal souls to keep up the institution
which is supported by the State to baptize, marry,
and bury them with due ceremony and certain tradi-
tional rites whose validity consists in their age
and immobility, if this insitution further on
conceives itself in terms of dogma, doctrines, and
rituals and emotional sterility, some of the more
awakened sheep in the flock are ready to protest
and challenge that institution with more modern
views on the subject. There is a felt need for
something besides economic reconstruction, educa-
tional reforms and political stability, that some-
thing else is properly sought in religion, it
should be supplied by religion, if it is not then
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it will by necessity be provided by Communism,
Atheism, or Agnosticism.
First of all, the Church should be separated
from the State. Why should a small state groaning
under the burden of an economic crisis and national
debts support a church which could and should be
self-supporting by its vpst properties in land and
monasteries which are not rarionally utallzed?
This will create a stituation favorable for both
church and state; the former will put its shoulder
to the wheel and do something to justify its
existence, and the latter will be free from at
least one section of her budget. The moral effect,
let it be remembered, is much greater than the
material.
Some reforms within the church, such in
connection with clothes salaries and education of
the clergy should take place as soon as possible.
The Slavic language of the liturgy should be replaced
by the spoken tongue of today. People go to church
to worship G-od intelligently and intelligebly , not
to help preserve a dead language.
If the Bulgarian Orthodox Church should invest
all of its energy and time in new constructive
activities, such as charitable work, social and
religious work, and religious education, instead of
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persecuting the Protestant and Dunovists it will
do a much greater service than it ever has done so far.
And last of all a church which lives for
itself, lives a very limited life, and Christians
are called to live the abundant life. A church
without the missionary spirit can hardly be called
christian. The missionary spirit is the very
essence of Jesus' teachings. Can't the Bulgarian
church share in this blessed call of the Master?
G-enera l Spiritual and Psychical Rebirth
Whatever constructive measures Bulgaria may
undertake and apply in her present reconstruction
she cannot do it effectively and lastingly unless
the entire attitude and motivation and sense of
values of her members has been redirected and
transformed. Bulgaria should recognize and adapt
two main principles of uttermost value and importance.
First, that her fate is entirely in her own hands,
and secondly, that no nation can exist by Itself
and for itself today. This simply means that
owing to many factors: geographical, ethnological,
and political which have placed her in an unfavorable
position in the League of Nations and among her
immediate neighbors. Her one hope is in an
extensive and Intensive reconstruction within her
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own home. In this respect she can do better than
imitate the small northern countries which have
always led a policy of internal harmony rather
than external conflicts.
Bulgaria should first of all be united and
act as one body, mind, heart, and. will. Every
Bulgarian should feel responsible for the welfare
of every other Bulgarian (and when I say Bulgaria
I truly mean every one who lives in Bulgaria)
.
There must be one aim, one goal, one end. Every-
thing that causes disintegration and disharmony
should be eliminated. The political parties for
once should try the experiment of cooperation, the
one hundred percent should recognize the patriotic
feelings and efforts of their brothers of lower
percentage; the Macedonian leaders should try the
method of unity among themselves and legal action
without.
Bulgaria must start a creative national crusade:
economic, educational, spiritual, and social. A
flaming desire for justice, truth and beauty, an
lrresistable urge toward uplifting the trodden, the
miserable, and the Ignorant; not through parades
and shallow patriotism, not through red, yellow, or
green ribbons and flags, but through real love of
the native land, a love that gives rather than
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takes, that lives rather than dies, that dies rather
than vegltates. It is crusade of self sacrifice,
of faith and fanatical devotion, such as any great
movement requires.
Every nation is anxious not only to build up
its own presperity and culture, but to contribute
something of its own achievement to the general
wellbeing of the human race. There is a great deal
in Bulgarian tradition, art and song, that is of
value and beauty, and needs to be preserved and
developed as an enrichment of the nation itself,
and a contribution to the rest of humanity.
Every Bulgarian therefore should work towards
that end, namely to become a worthy member of Bulgaria
which only then can become a worthy member of the
World Family, Bulgaria cannot set for herself a
higher ideal than that designed by Jesus--a G-od-like
personality in the Kingdom of God, the Ideal Social
Order. Who and how is going to help Bulgaria realize
maximum Personalities for a maxlmmm good community?
It is the task of the intelligentia . Teachers,
artists, priests, eduoatiors, politicians, poets,
writers; from the biggest to the smallest, everyone
who has had better and more opportunities in life
should give his life for the uplifting of those who
have not been fortunate in growing into more abundant
life. It is the task of the School, the Church, the
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Press, the Theater, of every institution, agency,
and organization which is proud of the name
Bulgarian and believes in a world community.
There is only one way to accomplish this
great task of spiritual renaissance, it is the way
pointed by the prophets, saints, and the great
leaders of humanity--the way of love. It is the way
of cooperation and not competition, of forgiveness
and not of revenge, of good will and not indifference.
Love and intelligent social consciousness in the
heart of evey Bulgarian can do '.onders for the
reconstruction of that little country which needs
her sons' and daughters' devotion and self sacrifice




The present world economic crisis whose effects
have brought closer to disintegration many social
factors in human society in general and in Bulgaria
in particular , such as morality, religion and a sound
philosophy of life whose expressions in education
and politics only prove the dissention of old values
and the lack of new ones, is not an absolutely new
phenomena. History repeats itself although the re-
petition is never complete. The crisis that followed
the world war, however, is more significant , first be-
cauese it hapoens in the present and second because
its extention and intensity, continuity and compli-
cations are of much higher degree. Not only leaders
in the economic and business world but those in the
field of religion science and philosophy raise their
hands in despair, not knowing what to predict, much
less to orescribe, hence some of them prophesy
collapse of our present civilisation and others the
dawn of a new era.
Whatever the prophets may say however, about
the future they are,witha few exceptions, unanimous
in their diagnosis, namely that humanity is sick
,
that civilisation is at stake, and that our resourses
to meet the crisis are inadequate.
On this problem, in its entirety, I hold the
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position that although the causes and effects of
to-day3s crisis may overlap, that is although the eco-
nomic situation may have conditioned our degeneration
in morals and intrinsic values, and vice versa, still
the matter is more of a psychological character than
economic. My stand on this position is affirmed by
the historic development of mankind, its ups and downs,
its victories and defeats which invariably have been
the cause and effect of attitudes, values a nd motiva-
tions rather than the expression of these psychical
factors alone. For is it not true that competition
rather than cooperation, the profit motive rahter
than service, individualism rather than brotherhood
have been the attitudes and tendences of our social
order, and further on, is not the conflict of inte-
rests the cause of fear hatred, competition and war?
Building my thesis on this assumption I .have
discussed Bulgaria (which in the eyes of the ^orld
is an insignificant bothersome spot in the map, but
to the Bulgarians themselves the most beautiful and
dear corner of earth 1 s paradise for which they are
ready to live and die) only as a part, even though
a very small part of humanity in its present rest-
less state, If in my social analysis I have stress-
ed on boundaries and past gloeies and have extended
on the past history of the country,! have done so
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only to Impress upon the reader some of the important
factors that have conditioned the psyche of present
day Bulgaria. I have dealt extensively with the period
of the Turkish Rule for I don't know of any other
factor which has left its traces and imprint upon the
behaviour of Bulgaria in a more pronounced way. If
I have been ruthless in my criticism of the intelli-
gentla it is not because of a conviction that the
Bulgarian intelligent ia has a monopoly on egoism,
extreme impractical idealism ,or crude materialism
and hopeless negativism (they have coppied these
from other more advanced nations) ,but because the
combination of these has proved very disastrous in
a peasant cpuntry where the majority of 80% have
been neglected and exploited rather than educated
and uplifted which is not quite the case with
other countries in which the intelligentla com-
prises of a larger percentage.
If I have presented the Bulgarian Ortho-
dox Church in unsympathetic contures ,1 have done
so with a pain in my heart and not with hatred or
disgust, for, considering the problem from a psycho-
logical and philosophical point of view and not phy-
sical and economic, I believe that religion could
and should have played a more dynamic part in the
life of Bulgaria, and because in my earnest search
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for that dynamic foree in this influential instituti-
on I found it lacking. And as to my prickly remarks
on international problems I feel that in the name of
go^d will I have not said one millionth of the truth
the sad truth, that the Great Powers have been and s
still are the cause of all the troubles in the Balkans
since 1877.
My psychological analysis, although not strict
ly scientific, but rather practical, has I believe s
served the purpose of explaining the social unrest
in Bulgaria expressed in political strifes , Communi-
stic propaganda, Macedonian revolutionary actions and
the general social discontent , due to economic re djust
ments and intern? tional compile- 1 ions. The underlying
causes of motivation, attitudes and a sense of values
I have tried to point out, as the main factors be-
hind t^e expressions of this general social condition.
The suggestions for Constructive programs
it ser-ms to me, naturally grow out of the social and
psychologicFl analyses, for I firmly believe that
whereas the solution of the Macedonian Question
would help to e^se the hearts of all Bulgarians
,
whereas an outlet on the Eugeen would have a bene-
ficial effect on Bulgaria's economics as well as
upon her faith and confidense in the League of Na-
tions, whereas all these may come to bear very sub-
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stancially as a relief in the present low-heart-
edness pervading among politicians and population,
the main factors for reconstruction lie within the
nation itself, since the outer ones are hopeless at
present
.
My greatest hopes and desires for Bulgaria's
rise from this slough of despair are in the way
pointed out by the great men of the world; the way of
constructive, creative work within the country through
patience perseverance and devotion ,the way of intel-
ligent insight and loYe,
My sincere appeal to Bulgaria is to take
coursge and inspiration from the best In her past
and embued with the spirit of Slaveikov for true cul-
ture, the spirit of Botev; for lofty patriotism and
the spirit of Clement of Ochrida for right education
and best of all, the spirit of Jesus, for universal
Brotherhood and love, to look unfearingly and hope-
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